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The
thursdav i-iQ-80
Revue to appear
next Thursday
Revue fans-don't worry the
Revue is not included in today's BG News, but will make
its first appearance of the
decade in next Thursday's
issue.

Carpool program to
save gas, parking
Commuter students, faculty and staff members can
eliminate the hassle of finding parking spaces on campus while conserving gas at
the same time by taking advantage of the new University car pooling program.
"Preferred parking" in
available for those who
organize carpools. These
parking places are in Lots 1,
2,3,5 and IS for commuter
students and in Lots A, E, H
and N for faculty and staff
members.
The number of spaces set
aside for carpoolers depends
on how many people sign up,
according to Melvin R.
Jones, director of parking
services.
When they form a carpool,
three or more people can exchange their current parking
decals for special carpool
stickers. A parking permit
which is transferable among
the drivers will be issued.

Trustees to discuss
proposed degree

Gftews

Bowling 'Green State University

SGA approves shuttle, keeps Kortokrax
by Bart Porter
statf reporter

The Student Government
Association voted last night to
donate $4,000 to the newly created
University Shuttle Service (USS)
and unanimously decided to retain
Dana Kortokrax as a senator in full
standing.
Kortokrax, coordinator of the
USS project, explained that the new
service would operate four vans
that would carry students along
four campus loops for a cost of 25
cents.

However, basic funding for the
project will come from $10,000 offered by the University administration, Kortokrax said.
The SGA donation will leave that
organization with about $1,500 in
the general budget, thus limiting
other SGA projects for the quarter.
ACCORDING TO Bill Bess,
director of Campus Safety and
Security, the USS will be service
oriented in order to operate "in the
best interests of the students and
faculty using it."
Kortokrax said there will be

three off-campus loops that will
transport students to area stores
and one free route that will take
students past all dormitories and
within reach of all campus
facilities.
The service will begin operating
Jan. 14 and students can get on the
bus wherever bright orange USS
signs are posted, Kortokrax said.
Routes and time schedules will
be posted at the pick-up points also,
she added.
KORTOKRAX WAS involved in a
controversy surrounding accusa-

tions that she did not properly
represent residents in Founders
because she could not obtain
residence in her district because of
housing shortages.
After a formal explanation of the
SGA consitutional article that had
been the basis for the charge,
senators voted 14 to 0 to allow her to
keep her senatorial status. Kortokrax abstained her vote on the
issue.
Rick Haught, one of three
students responsible for the debate,
said Kortokrax "is a model
senator" and it is possible they had

brought attention to the issue in the
wrong way.
In other business, Thomas
Washbush, student representative
to the Board of Trustees, said a
petition containing about 4,500
signatures of persons supporting
reinstatement of the lacrosse
team will be presented at the Board
of Trustees meeting today.
Washbush said SGA representatives intend to ask University
President Hollis A. Moore Jr., to
establish a separate committee to
investigate questions that SGA has
raised on the subject.

Old man winter in far better
mood this year than past years
reprieve from the weather.

by Keith Jameson
stall reporter

Mention winter in Bowling Green to any
resident or student who is a veteran of the
last several winters and he will probably
tell you to expect frigid temperatures, icy
winds from the west and knee-deep snow
drifts.
But those scare stories and "I
remember when..." tales may not be all
that representative of this winter, at least
according to statistics compiled by the
National Weather Service at Toledo
Express Airport.
The area has been lucky in the sense
that it has yet to experience drifts and
hazardous driving conditions. Outside of
some rather bone-chilling temperatures
this week, this area so far has had a fairly
mild winter.
Officially there was an accumulation of
1.6 inches of snow in November and 1.5
inches in December. Only 1.1 inches have
accumulated so far this month. But
compare that to the average snowfall of
3.5 inches in November, 9.5 Inches in
December and 9.9 inches in January and
it is evident that the area has had a

AS FOR temperatures, while November
was comparable to the average,
December was 2.5 degrees warmer than
in past Decembers.
Even the extended outlook through
March is better than in the past: The area
will experience temperatures below
normal, but with drier conditions.
But a caution by the NWS goes with this
forecast. Any forecast that looks past
three or five days is not at all reliable; it is
merely an educated guess. While a 12hour forecast is 95 percent accurate, a 48hour forecast dips down to just 65 percent
accurate.
BUT IF you do not believe in the newfangled ways of predicting weather and
still want some type of warning, you can
prescribe to the homey forecast method,
which includes woolly bear caterpillars,
bears in Wisconsin, squirrels burying nuts
or the Old Farmers Almanac.
But homespun weathermen should be
leary because even Mother Nature cannot
always tell what the weather will be like,
says Dr. Glen Frey, an associate
continued on page 5

A proposed bachelor of
science degree program in
physical therapy within the
College of Health and Community Services is on of two
new items on the agenda for
today's meeting of the University Boardof Trustees.
The second item before the
nine-member board is
membership on the Firelands
College Board. Four persons
have been nominated for appointment, and four others are
up for rt appointment.
stall photo by Frank Brelthaupt

weather
Chance of snow flurries.
High 35F (2C), low 20F (-4C),
40 percent chance of precipitation.

stall photo by Tim Westhoven

Cold temperatures were on a lot ol minds yesterday, but the methods ol testing them
varied. Dr. Glen Frey, associate professor ol geography, used the more scientillc method
by checking thermometers University and Hanna halls. But Mark Aczel, a Ireshman
business major, and Vince Lasorella, a freshman journalism major, used more prlmative
ways at Peregrine Pond.

University grad. held captive

Dayton mother awaits news of hostage son
By Denlse Sakal
Stall reporter

Former University student
Steven Lauterbach left for the U.S.
Embassy in Tehran after receiving
a job with the State Department in
April. Six months later he became
one of the American hostages in
Iran.
His mother, Margaret Lauterbach of Dayton, said she has not
received a direct message from her
son since the crisis began 68 days
ago, but received a copy of a letter
he apparently sent to a friend.
Mrs. Lauterbach's only explanation of her son's decision to send the
letter to a friend is "for some
reason he thought it best not to send
it to us."
She said the letter contained a
message to the family asking them
not to worry. It also said that the
hostage's main difficulty is coping
with boredom. The hostages are
not permitted to speak or interact
with one another.

MRS. LAUTERBACH said she is
sure the letter is from her son, explaining that her son's handwriting
style is difficult to duplicate. She
added that the envelope was marked express, indicating the letter
probably did not come by direct
mail.
"Our guess is that he probably
took a chance giving it to one of the
guard attendants," she explained.
Throughout the crisis, the
Lauterbach's have kept up with
written correspondence and have
been informed of daily happenings
that affect their son and the other
hostages. The State Department
has established an Iranian Work
Group which assists relatives and
friends in their endeavors to contact the hostages.
AS AN administative officer at
the U.S. Embassy in Tehran,
Lauterbach prepared shipments of
possessions of the Americans who
were forced to leave Iran when the
revolution began.
Mrs. Lauterbach said she never
imagined her son would be in any

danger when he took the Tehran
assignment.
"It never occurred to me that an
embassy would not be a safe place"
In addition, she said she thought
the embassy would close when the

fighting first began.
MRS. LAUTERBACH, who
spoke for the family, said she is
"discouraged now" by the actions
of President Carter.
"At first, I thought he (Carter)

"I just continue to
hope that all these
people will come
back safely. It would
do no service to
myself or anyone
else to imagine
anything other.'"

seemed to be doing as much as any
president could do. But we feel little has been done in the last few
weeks," she said. "My main worry
is that these people will be forgotten."
Mrs. Lauterbach said she has
never felt completely confident
that the hostages will be released,
even despite the release of some of
them after the takeover.
"I'M AFRAID I've always felt
pessimistic. I had a bad premonition about this," she said.
Although she has no positive information and the situation basically has been at a stand still since
Christmas, she feels the hostages
are being "damaged" in some way.
"Any situtation in which people
are kept like this is damaging. I
think they are being damaged. It's
almost inevitable," she said.

Steven Lauterbach

MRS. LAUTERBACH declined to
comment on possible solutions
leading to the release of the

hostages, but said, "it is never out
of our thoughts."
"I just continue to hope that all
these people will come back safely.
It would do no service to myself or
anyone else to imagine anything
other."
She added that she is saving
newspapers and other items for her
son so he can catch up on the news
when he returns.
The Lauterbachs also have a
daughter, Gail Kavender, a teacher
in Xenia, Ohio, and a son, Victor, a
junior at Miami University in Oxford, who has found it difficult to
study since the crisis began Mrs.
Lauterbach said.
Lauterbach graduated magna
cum laude (3.82 g.p.a.) in 1972 with
a degree in English.
He later received his master's
degree in library-science. He was
a librarian in California for five
years before joining the State
Department.
continued on page 5

A funny thing happened on the way to the Union
I was walking to the Union to get
a cup of hot chocolate. I got my hot
chocolate and started looking for a
place to sit down.
I'm looking around for a place to
sit down. Across the way I saw
some guy who was in a similar
situation. I Just stopped and observed.
This guy looks around for a seat.
He stops. He thinks he spots one. He
walks over to it and notices that
there is someone's leftover
breakfast plate - you know, dried
yolk and a piece of crust.
There was no other sign that
anyone else was around, no coat or
anything.
HE DOESN'T sit down. He's not
sitting where someone else ate
breakfast.
That struck me as being very funny. I thought what a Jerk that guy
was. Instead of Just moving the
plate out of the way, he accepted

focus
Gary Benz
defeat and left the Union.
I left, too.
That got me started thinking
about things that are funny to someone and stupid to others. You
know, real-life humor. No
preconceived Jokes.
SOME EXAMPLES (and I swear
these are all true stories):
Did you ever see that commercial where the one lady,
presumably a housewife, walks
through the door and says to her
friend, also presumably a
housewife, "No more vinegar and
water douches for me."
I swear she says that. I've seen
that commercial a thousand times
and it puts me on the floor every

time I see it.
What's even funnier about the
whole thing is that everytime it
comes on I'm usually sitting at
home watching TV and my mom is
the only other person in the room.
The same thing happens when
bra and girdle commercials are
shown. When those commercials
are on, I kind of get embarrassed
because I think my mom is getting
embarrassed.
SO WHAT do I do? I pick up a
magazine or newspaper or
anything else and start reading it,
acting like I'm not listening to the
commercial or that it's not really
there. I do all this just so my mom
won't get embarrassed. I'm ususally the one with the red face.
Also because I'm in the family
room watching TV, the first
magazine I usually grab is "Ladies
Home Journal" or something like
that.
And they always have a story

with a title like "Mother, wife and
vixen. How I make my marriage
work after 22 years."
The other day I was talking with
a good friend and she was telling
me a story about her family.
This friend of mine is from a
large family, the kids range from
13-21 years of age.
WELL, IT turns out that this
friend's mother is pregnant, kind of
one of those accidental things I
suppose. Anyway, it seems that
since her mother is a very religious
person, she wanted to explain this
new development in a religious
way.
So the mother sits down and says,
"I want you all to sit down. I want
you to know that we're going to be
receiving a special gift from God
this year and I want you to guess
what it is."
THIS FRIEND'S 14-vear-old
brother, in obvious anticipation of

good news blurted out, "Oh good,
mopeds for the whole family."
The other brothers weren't as excited and anticipated perhaps that
finally the whole family would be
taking that well-deserved vacation
to the Bahamas.
Now, that's funny. It really is.
Did you ever go to a rock concert? I always thought that those
that go to them (other than myself,
of course) are the most
unbelievable people in the world.
I was at a concert at Richfield
Coliseum and it was an enjoyable
show to be sure. I WCJ walking
toward my car, and I happened to
strike up a conversation with someone who was also heading
toward his car.
"How'd you like the concert." I
"OH WOW, it was like great,
man. I was so messed up. I drank
two-thirds of a bottle of Jack
Daniels before I went in. It was

great."
Sounds good.
This guy then told about his
friend that also had a great time.
"Yeah, he passed out, I don't
think he remembers anything.
What a great concert"
WHAT AN intellectual.
I heard a couple of guys talking in
the Union about their last quarter's
point averages.
"Yeah, I got a .825. What did you
get?"
"Man, mine was lower, I got a
.500. I'm on academic warning."
SO am I."
Then they broke out in complete
hysterics over their obviously
humorous plight.
I kind of laughed, too.
Gary Benz is editorial editor of The
News.

opinion
Use common sense
when buying books
Inflation is running wild.
Gold is over the $800 an ounce mark, gas is heading for $1.50 a
gallon and food prices are skyrocketing.
The cost of textbooks, like everything else, is getting higher and
many University students are paying more for their textbooks
than ever.
Now is the perfect time to exercise caution and good judgment
in buying books.
There are three bookstores in Bowling Green. Don't be content
with the prices you get at one store. Check out the competition.
Many times one bookstore will have used copies of a textbook
while another one only offers the new copy.
Another good idea is to check with friends who already had the
course you are taking. Many times the text will be the same and
you can save money.
Student Government Association offers a service that also can
help you save money when buying your books.
SGA has made available at all dormitory desks, the Union and
406 Student Services Bldg. a catalog listing students selling thenold textbooks. Use the service, the savings will often be greater
then buying a used book at one of the local bookstores.
Also, try to keep your textbooks in good shape throughout the
quarter. This will help when you want to sell your books back at
the end of the quarter. A used book in good shape will get you more
money than a heavily battered one would.
Inflation is affecting us all. So, use common sense and shop
around for the values. Because in today's spiraling economy, a
dollar saved is worth about a penny earned.

letters.
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facilitate the library image and
that we need to devote our efforts to
our primary mission of serving
students and faculty. That Is my
"personal interest."
Thank you.
Dwlght Burllngame
Dean of Libraries and Learning
Resources
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Gary Bent
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WASHINGTON - Third World
Flea Market was a beehive of activity.
Bamgambi from Gambia went
over to Ahmad, the oil merchant,
with his tin can. "May I have a
quart of oil?"
"Of course, my friend," said
Ahmad, "that will be $10 in gold."
BANGAMBI searched his
pockets. "Last week it was |7."
"Ah," said Ahmad, "that was
last week. But this week we have
had to raise prices because the
First World is trying to take advantage of us."
"But I am of the Third World,"
Bangambi said. "I can't afford to
pay even $7 a quart."
"Well, you can blame it en the
greedy Western merchants who are
driving up the price every day. We
Third World merchants have to
stick together or the imperialists
will have us by the throat."
"EXCUSE ME. Ahmad, I don't
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With friends like you, who needs enemies?

'Interest' clarified
This letter is in response to the
article in the Jan. 9, I960 BG News
In which you state that I have a personal interest in getting the Library
microfilm hardcop.v periodical
Issue resolved. Please note that my
comment was that I have an interest in resolving this case
because I feel the continued
coverage by The News does not

mm

respond—
If you would like to comment on
something in The News or anything of
student interest, write to The News.
The letter or guest column should be
typewritten, triple-spaced and signed.
Include your address and telephone
number for verification
The News resenres the right to
reject letters or portions of letters that
are In bad taste, malicious or libelous
Address your comments to:
Editorial Editor. The BG News, 106
University Hall.

focus
Art Buchwald
mean to be rude, but it seems to me
that YOU have us by the throat. If
you and I belong to the same world,
why can't you sell me your oil at a
more reasonable price?"
"Have you gone mad, Bamgambi? Do you realize that the colonialist power brokers would love
that? If we charged you a lower
price than we charged the West,
they would look at you as a secondclass citizen from the Third World.
The only way you can get any
respect is to pay the same price for
oil as the major industrial
dealers."
"I see your point, Ahmad, and
forgive me for questioning your
logic, but we are running out of gold
very fast, and pretty soon we will

be unable to buy even one cup of oil.
Without oil won't the industrial
dealers think even less of us?"
"Bamgambi, all the oil merchants are aware of the hardship
our prices are causing to our
brothers in the Third World. We
have agonized over it at length."
"AND what conclusion did you
come to?"
"We shouldn't put a cut-rate
price on our friendship. If we
charged you less than we did a
Swede, you would think we were
patronizing you. The fact we make
everyone pay the same shows we
respect you as much as we do a
West German imperialist."
"You are kind to think of us as
equals. But that doesn't seem to
solve the problem of how we can
pay for your oil. Perhaps since we
are of the same world you could
give me credit until I can get on my
feet."
"Now you have made me angry.
Bamgambi. You think Just because

we're both brothers of the Third
World that you can take advantage
of our friendship? We have a strict
cash-and-carry policy. Now do you
want a quart of oil or don't you?"
BAMGAMBI handed Ahmad his
last $10 in gold. "What choice do I
have?"
"Here is your oil. If you come
back tomorrow bring $12 in gold."
"You're raising the price tomor-.
row?"
"We have to eat, too."
BAMGAMBIpicked up his quart
of oil and started to walk away
from the stall.
Ahmad said, "Are you coming to
the meetng tomight?"
"What meeting?" Bamgambi
asked.
"We're having a rally to protest
the exploitation of the Third World
people by the racist, moneygrubbing industrial merchants who
are holding all of us in economic
bondage. Your support means a lot
io us."

by Garry Trudeau
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Student wage rate will remain the same

Minicourses, workshops
Joint sign-ups for UAO and Student Recreation Center-sponsored
minicourses and miniworkshops will be taken from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
through Jan. 18 at the UAO office, third floor. Union. Both UAO and the
rec center are offering several new courses this quarter. Besides the
regular seven-week minicourses, minicrams also will be offered.
Minicrams are concentrated courses that meet only three or four times
a quarter, yet
contain the same amount of instruction as
minicourses. To register for any rec center course, proper identification such as a rec center ID or a driver's license and current validation
card, is required.

Professional golf lessons
The Student Recreation Center is sponsoring professional golf
lessons, one a week for eight weeks, taught by golf pro A.J.Bonar.
Classes are available at various scheduled times Monday through Friday at the rec center. Cost of the program is $35 for rec center
members and $45 for non-members. Private lessons with Bonar also
can be arranged and are $8 a lesson. Classes begin Monday for those
who sign up by Friday and Jan.21 for those who register between Monday and Jan. 18. For information call the rec center at 372-2711.

Workshop on sewing
"The Right Fabric for You" is the title of a two-hour workshop to
begin at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday at the University Center for Continued
Learning, 194 S. Main St. Tailor and clothing designer Roselinde Crandall will lead the session, covering topics such as choosing fabric,
fabric construction and sewing techniques for various fabrics. Fee for
the workshop is $3 and pre-registration is suggested. For information
and to register call the center at 372-0363

1980 yearbooks on sale
The Key will have a sales table set up in front of the School of Journalism, 104 University Hall, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. today and tomorrow
for students to buy their 1980 yearbooks. No cash is necessary for the
purchase; all costs will be billed to students' University accounts.
Price of the yearbook is $9.95 until Feb. 1, when the price will increase
to $12 because of inflated printing, production and supply costs.

Applications for graduation
Any senior who plans to graduate in March or June should fill out an
application for graduation in the Office of Registration and Records by
Jan. 15.

King's Island show auditions

She said this percentage stems
from a 1976 U.S. Supreme Court interpretation of the Higher Education Act.

by Diane Rado

A hike in the minimum wage requirment by the federal government will not raise the wages of
University employed students, according to Ellen Kayser, assistant
director of University financial aid
and student employment.
Althugh the minimum wage increased 20 cents from $2.90 to $3.10
an hour on Jan. 1, University
employees will still receive $2.65
for thier services. They have been
paid this amount since July, 1979,
Kayser said.
"As a state insitution participating in the federally funded
work-study program, we only have
to pay 85 percent of the federal
minimum wage to student
employees," Kayser said, "and
$2.65 is 85 percent of $3.10."

ROBERT PIETRYKOWSKI,
director of the Cleveland office of
the Wage and Hour Division of the
U.S. Department of Labor, said
state-run institutions are not under
the jurisdiction of federally imposed minimum wage requirements.
"If Bowling Green was stateowned.then it would have to pay its
employees minimum wage,"
Pietrykowski said.
Kayser said that in 1979, the
minimun wage was $2.90 an hour,
so technically workers could be
paid $2.47 to satisfy the 85 percent
requirement decided upon by the
Supreme Court.

THE UNIVERSITY also has to
observe the state minimum wage,
which is $2.30, Kayser said.
University employees received
that wage from January 1978 to July 1979.
Kayser said "right now we're too
busy" to know if a freeze on University wages has resulted in a
decrease of students applying for
jobs.
Junior business major Sue
Knight, who has worked in the Student Recreation Center for three
quarters, said she did not expect a
raise in wages because of the fedeal
increase.
"We only get more if the state
minimum goes up," she said.

"unless they raise the state wage
then we get ripped."
SUE WINDEML'TH, a worker in
Founders cafeteria, also said she
did not think she would be paid any
more because of the increase.
"I work a lot harder that $2.65,
and I think we should have gotten
more money," the freshman said.
I think that if minimum wage
went up from $2.90 to $3.10, then our
pay should have gone up from
$2.65 to 2.85," said Eve Messina,
also an employee of Founders
cafeteria.
"I think it should be proportional" the freshman special
education major said.
Kayser said if Congress amends
the 85 percent requirement of the
Higher Education Act, then an increase in wages will occur.

Placement interviews decline with economy
The University Placement Office
began receiving interview cancellations from several large
corporations a week ago because of
problems in the economy, according to Steve Roznowski,
assistant director of placement in
charge of business.
Roznowski said interview cancellations have been received from
General Tire, Firestone and LibbyOwens-Ford Co.
"These companies are undergoing a stop-growth process
because they don't know what their
needs will be," he said.

Roznowski said this drop in
employment possibilities could
continue until next fall quarter
with automotive companies and
related fields being hit hardest.
..BUSINESS MAJORS are being
affected the most and science
majors could also feel the pinch in
the near future.
"Fall quarter placement was up
five percent and winter quarter
placement was expected to increase 11 percent, but will probably
drop a little now," Roznowski said.

June graduates are expected to
have the most difficult time finding
jobs because of the large amount of
students graduating at this time.
The placement office recommends
June graduates visit the office as
soon as possible in order to complete their placement applications.
James Galloway, director of
placement, said "Seniors and
graduate students should get on the
ball and use every job source
available."
He also recommends writing
letters to various companies who

have interviewed on campus in the
past and sending resumes to
businesses in metropolitan areas.
The placement office obtains these
lists from chambers of commerce
throughout the country.
Roznowski said information
assistance, accounting, chemistry,
computer science and geology
majors currently are the easiest to
place.
Galloway also expects companies in the grain export business
to be limiting their employment
opportunities.
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King's Island live shows will hold auditions at the University from 2-5
p.m. Jan. 28 for various entertainment positions this summer at the
amusement park in Cincinnati. Interested students should report to the
third floor of the Union at that time.
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4-H summer camp positions

YOUR SUPER EFFORT TO PREVENT
BIRTH DEFECTS

Students will be interviewed at the University Jan. 26 for summer
camp positions at 4-H Camp Palmer. Applicants should contact the Student Employment Office at 372-2651 to set up an interview time.

DAYTON A IS BACK!

PRE-INVENTORYSALE

Sign-ups start now
in UAO office.

ALEX BEVAN
Popular Singer & Guitarist

\ THURSDAY & FRIDAY
\
JANUARY 17 & 18
?g
8:00 & 10:00 p.m.
SIDE DOOR OF THE UNION

WZ'i

Tickets are $3.00 in UAO office norland $3.50 at the door

Save up to V4 throughout store

Lodge at the international inn
on the beach.

SAVE

SAVE

Ouad occupancies with
kitchenettes!
Additional Info. 2-2343
Hr**»***************w******w****l

Start the quarter off right...
Ring in the New Year at an
All-Campus beer blast
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SAVE

Friday -8:00 to 12:00
Saturday - 8:00 to 12:00
N.E. Commons
Sponsored by Royal Green
and BGSU Coed Drill Team
Aloha - Be There

"We anticipated a rise to $3.10 so
we decided to pay employees $ 2.65
in July of 1979," she said.
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Many Unlisted Items |
Reduced

^The Powder Puff |
525 Ridge St.
First Block
"West of McDonald dormsj

Tonight is Nickel Night at

Mr. Bojangles
Live Rock-n-Roll with:

"TANGENT"
They will rock your socks off!!!
893 S. Main St.

S>J

Where else can you enjoy
America's favorite steak and
win a snowmobile at the
same time'' Just pop into
your favorite participating |
Ponderosa and fill out
an entry blank That's all
there is to it. On Friday. February L 1980 at 730 each
participating Ponderosa
Steakhouse will draw the names of five
(5) lucky winners The top winner will receive a 1980 Ski Doo Citation Snow
mobile The second prize winner will
hopaboarda 1980 Sachs Moped And
three kicky third prize winners per store
will each receive a $50 Ponderosa Gift
Certificate

You may enter by mail if you wish
On a 3" x 5" card send your name,
address, age and phone numoer to
the address below You must be
18 or older to enter More than
one prize will not be awarded to
the same person Ponderosa
employees and their immedi
ate families are not
eligible to win

Drawings will be held at 730 on Friday February L 1979.
You need not be present to win
\Mnnerswill be notified by phone
All entries must be received no later
than closing on January 31. 1980.

?mwm
1544 East Uboster Street
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402
419/352-0461
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Tending bar
Bartenders say talkative patrons
are occupational hazards of job
by Keith Jameson
stall reporter

The word "bartender" conjures up visions of a person with an anything-but-white apron on, standing
behind the counter at a tavern that could be named
"The Dew Drop Inn," listening to the woes of a
traveler or loner-A blue-collar psychiatrist, if you
wish.
Many persons may think that scenario is just a
stereotype, that bartenders today face no other occupational worries than pushing drinks to customers
as fast as the custmoers can drink them.
But many bartenders say that the scene depicted is
more fact than fiction and that they-like their fictional
counterparts-still come up against those people who
want to talk, want advice or want to cause trouble.
These are the real occupational hazards of being a
bartender.
"People will bother you and say bizarre and nasty
things," Ro Basile, a four-year veteran of Howard's
Club H, 210 N. Main St., says, adding that it takes mental discipline not to be affected by the rigors of tending
bar.
"YOU JUST have to let things slide by," she said.
"If you don't, you end up a neurotic mess by the end of
the night."
Basile said she constantly is hounded by persons
wanting advice, especially on Monday and Tuesday
nights because the bar is less busy then. "They always
lean over the bar and ask you opinion on personal matters. On Valentine's Day persons without dates are
specially likely to seek a bartender's ear.
A bartender needs a special attitude, an attitude that
helps keep the bartender friendly, yet unwilling to
become involved. This attitude is helpful, Basile says,
because the worst thing a bartender can do is give advice and have that advice go wrong.
BASILE SAYS tranquility from the rigors of work
may be found in her companions at Howard's because
they are like a big family she can turn to for support.
Not only is this family successful because its members
like each other, but also because there is a good working relationship.
"You get a routine down, a working pattern down, so
that everyone behind the bar works well," she said.
Lori Kitzenhaler, a one-year employee in the tavern
of Sam B's, 107 State St., says she encounters persons
who would rather just spend a little time gabbing than
talking about a particular topic.
"I try to stay as impersonal as possible, though,"
she said, adding that she comes across few persons
with deep personal troubles.
She noted that one of the biggest problems she faces
is that she is a woman in a predominantly male environment and that men are always trying to pick her
up.

"I'VE LEARNED to deal with it," she says. "There
are many people who come on to you, and it's a matter
of using the right words." She added that Sam B's tries
to use a mostly male crew at night.
"The only thing I try to do is keep things upright and
neat," Ritzenhaler says.
While Basile and Ritzenhaler started tending bar
because they needed the work to pay for college expenses or because they were laid off from another job,
Omar Sadin, owner and bartender of Mr. Bojangles,
893 S. Main St., says his job is the fulfillment of a goal.
"I like the work I do," he says. "I've always wanted
a bar and now I do (own one), but I try not to let people
bother me."
THE OBNOXIOUS few, those drinkers who imbibe
to excess, are the element that makes Sadin's job the
roughest.
"Most people are really nice people, except when
they have a few (drinks too many)," he said.
He encounters a few "lonely hearts" from time to
time, but he claims the stereotype of a bartender as a
blue-collar psychiatrist depends largely on the type of
bar a drinker is in and how much time the bartenders
have to spend with each customer.
The bartenders say the training is the same for
tavern-type bars-it's all on-the-job training.
"YOU JUST have to read up on drinks. It's not a formal course," Basile said.
"The way I learned," Ritzenhaler said, "was on the
job. I went to other bars and observed. Since then I've
taken a wine course."
Sadin said he had no bartending experience when he
started and no formal mixology course.
Whether it's the customers wanting to discuss their
problems or wanting to cause trouble, all three claim
bartending has been a unique experience that has
yielded mostly dividends.
"IN THE four years I've tended bar," Basile said,
"I've learned more about people than anywhere else,"
adding that she has come to appreciate the people she
serves during her four-evenings-a-week shift.
Ritzenhaler said, "I've become more talkative. I
know a lot about liquor."
But the experience is not as cut-and-dried for Sadin
as with the other two bartenders. To him, bartending is
a situation that should be experienced and that cannot
be put into words.
"I've learned a lot, but not things you can dissect,"
he said.
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Photo by Bill Brown
Ro Basile talks to a customer across the bar at Howard's Club H.

Rec center enforces no-show policy;
violators could lose court privileges
New Challenge Court rules have
been established by the Student
Recreation Center for Winter
Quarter Challenge Court Basketball.
According to Kathy Rittler, assistant director, the Center anticipates the procedures will make
Challenge Court Basketball an
easier and more organized program.
A clipboard, with sign-up sheets
will be posted at 'each' crfallengi'
court, where teams must check-in
with the employee supervising the
Sports Center. Only the floor supervisor is allowed to write each team
on the challenge court sheet.

5. Failure to have a complete
The following are the new
challenging team ready at the conChallenge Court Rules:
clusion of the preceding game will
1. Teams wishing to challenge
result in the supervisor selecting
must register with the supervisor the next team in line for the
on duty.
challenge.
2. Teams must consist of five
Entry forms for basketball and
members.
hockey are now available from
3. If there are two teams already fraternity and residence hall
on the waiting list, those additional athletic chairmen and at the IM ofchallenging teams must indentify fice. Entry forms are due Tues.,
i ail five team members. Otherwise; _Jan. 15. Play begins Jan, 21.
Students interested in officiating
one team member can register
IM basketball for pay should conwith the supervisor to challenge.
tact the IM office, 201 Memorial
4. The first team to reach 15 Hall. A special rules clinic will be
points challenges the next team in held at 4 p.m. Wed., Jan. 16 in 202
Memorial Hall.
line.

NEED MONEY?

...an experience you'll never fenget!

"Ron Roman*
NOOUI
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Apply Now At the BG News to
Deliver Papers Two Mornings
A Week!!!
• MUST BE DEPENDABLE
• MUST HAVE CAR
• EXCELLENT PAY
BG NEWS 372-2003 106 U. Hi

Hi Neighbor!

111 I. Ml*. I«OUT 414-MII

Grand ^B
Opening

Fast Free Delivery

352-5166

!

•Free Soft Drinks
• Sweepstakes
Kntrx forms arc asailahlc in the
restaurant.

Saturday & Sunday
January 12 & 13

Or. you can mail us

a :V\5" card with your name,
address, and phone number.

1099 S. Main, Bowling Green,
352-5842
Visit the new Bowling Green Pizza HutK restaurant today
and enter the Grand Opening Sweepstakes!
* Grand Prize: Atari* video game
* 3 Second Prizes: Toboggans
* 10 Third Prize*: Free Pizzas
Drawing will be Sat.. January 12. No
purchase is necessary, and you need not be present to win.

PIZZAS-SUBS

Fun for
everyone

Come on by lor our

iTinua run. i.e. ill in; M IU n»

A pi no never hod It to good. i-

Here's a right neighborly offer for you!
$2.00 OFF any Large Pizza
$1.00 OFF any Medium Pizza

4fut

When you bring this coupon to the newest Pizza Hut*
restaurant in Bowling Green during our Grand Opening Weekend. Coupon good in store
or carry-out. One coupon per pizza
Jurchase. Offer good only through
inuary 13. 1979.

Come on by your Newest neighborhood Pizza Hut Restaurant

b
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Committee recommends department self-evaluation
by Mary Dannemiller
staff reporter

The idea that some type of
standardized program review and
evaluation is needed at the
University seems to be a popular
one.
Yet the problem in devising such
a scheme lies in whether the
system will produce objective,
credible and useful information
needed for decisions in budgeting
and long-range planning.
At yesterday's Academic Council
meeting,
members
made
recommendations to improve an
outline for self-study by academic
units, presented by a council
subcommittee.
The program review and
evaluation proposal formulated by
the committee, chaired by
Associate Provost Ramona T.
Cormier, is a self-study to fulfill the
following purposes:
-identifying factors that
promote academic excellence;
-designing strategies that will
exploit a unit's strengths;
-and maximizing the potentials
of less-successful units.
The proposed self-study provides
that each unit will evaluate its
current and projected status in the
areas of goals and objectives,
student population, curriculum,
faculty, resources, organization
and budget every five years and
simultaneously.

THE COMPILED information
would be reviewed by the unit's
dean or vice provost who would
consequently submit reports to the
provost.
After reviewing the reports, the
provost would develop with the
Council of Deans a five-year
budgetary and quality-control plan
for the academic area of the
University.
Although the outline presented
was not criticized, concerns were
voiced by several members as to
the possibility of including an
outside or external review at some
point in the self-study process.
Dr. John G. Eriksen, dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences, said
that a self-study by every
academic unit would generate a lot
of information of each unit's
perceptions of itself.

He said that an external review
does not necessarily mean outside
the University, but may include
groups just outside the specific
unit.
ERIKSEN AND a majority of the
council members concurred that
the opportunity for outside review
should be incorporated into the
evaluation process.
Acting dean of the Graduate
College, Dr. Elmer A. Spreitzer,
suggested that intepretting all of
the information in the proposed
self-study might be "too much of a
burden to the central administration
(deans
and
provosts)" if they had to make both
economic and departmental
decisions.
He recommended considering
the formation of a Blue Ribbon
committee to aid in the decisionmaking process.
With the recommendations
voiced at the meeting, Provost
Michael R. Ferrari asked the
committee to prepare a second
draft to the proposal incorporating
some of the suggestions.

YET THE tendency in presenting this material may be to "make
sure it says everything it's supposed to by emphasizing strengths
and minimizing weaknesses," he
added.
Some type of outside review, in
addition to the self-study, would
verify the perceptions of the
department, he said.
"This (possibility of external
review)
should
be
nonthreatening," beacause perceptions, if they are correct would
be verified and any errors could be
corrected, he explained.

formalizing previously informal
structures, Dr. Maurice Sevigny,
associate professor of art explained.
They include revisions in the
existing programs for a bachelor of
fine arts degree in design and

slight modifications in the design
program offered by the School of
Technology.
The proposed master's degree in
early childhood education is an
interdisciplinary program Involving two colleges and seven

departments. It would be the first
program of its kind in the state.
Discussions of both proposals
will be continued at council's
meeting next Wednesday at 1:30
p.m. in the Alumni Room of the
University Union.

weather "°m p*"1

CURRICULUM REVISIONS for
design specializations in the
Schools of Art and Technology and
a proposed masters degree in early
childhood education were introduced during yesterday's
session.
The curriculum revisions take an
interdisciplinary approach in

professor of geography at the
University
specializing
in
meterology.
"I don't believe in them because
they're more often wrong than
right," he says.
AS AN example, many people
say that when a woolly bear
caterpillar has a wide band around
its body a cold, more harsh winter
should be expected. But that band
develops on the body during a two
or three week period and if the

weather is abnormally cold during
that period the band will be wide.
What this means, Frey says, is
that even animals cannot accurately predict the severity of a
winter.
Almanacs are based on historical
records, which show the frequency
of storms, warm periods and
precipitation. The job of
forecasting for a particular date
according to the regularity of the
past is a matter of guess work,
Frey said.

"IF THEY'RE right, they'll pat
themselves on the back all the way
to the publisher," he said. "If
they're wrong, they say, 'Well, we
did this six months ago.'"
Frey added that it is hard to be
wrong when a forecaster predicts
the area will experience cold in
February.
While the hopes for a mild winter
continue, it seems the best way to
keep tabs on the weather situation
is to take the season one day at a
time.

with in his 12 years of teaching at
the University.
"There's a strange irony in that
the last time I was in touch with
him, he asked me for a recommendation for a job he wanted at the
State Department," he commented.
He described Lauterbach as being a "superb writer and a superb,
critically-minded reader."

BARBER SAID he remembers
conversations with Lauterbach
where they talked about his career
and what would be challenging and
exciting for Lauterbach in the
future.
Although he looked for a
challenge, he was not a thrill
seeker Barber said. While at the
University, Lauterbach worked for
the Key, the campus yearbook.

hostaQ e__n°^L£!£ii
Dr. Lester Barber, chairman of
the English Department and one of
Lauterbach's former professors,
said Lauterbach is one of the
relatively few persons he has kept
in contact with through the years.
BARBER SAID he served as an
informal advisor to Lauterbach
who was one of 10-15 strong English
majors Barber has come in contact

Did you know
we can find a breast cancer as small as the head of a pin?
Such a tiny cancer can almost always be cured.
A cancer of this size can best be found by mammography
- a technique of low-dose breast x-rays. Using far less
radiation than ever before, mammography can detect a
cancer long before a lump can be felt. While the cancer
is stUl^hilhty curable.

Not every woman needs mammography. But for
those women over 5C or with special reasons to be
concerned, like those with symptoms or a strong family
history of breast cancer, mammography can find a tiny
cancer before it has spread. Ask your doctor about
mammography.

NASSAU BAHAMAS

HEY STUDENTS!

welcomes you

Did Santa give you Money this Year?
Don't Blow it all on Beer tonight!

to 7 nights lodging at Towers of

\

Why not improve your vision,
appearance, sports performance,
etc. with a pair of Soft Contacts from

CABLE BEACH.
sign-up in UAO office now
additional info. 2-2343

CORY
OPTICAL
ONLY $99

They're Dock...
To Moke You Feel
Good Again

190 S. Main, Suite H

upstairs in the Mini Mall
P/iUL /ROBERT
Downtown BG
EWMJtN/REDFORD : No appointment needed...
Just walk in
354-1044
ROBERT SHAW
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THE SOUND
MACHINE
Now accepting bookings
for the 1980 season
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I DELTS RUSH DELTS RUSH DELTS RU

Warm-ups
Speedo, Winning Ways

or leave name and phone

20 % off

in campus box 1815
Auditions available

• oil warm-ups in stock

on request
Ask for further info

WED.
DANCING
EVERY MON. "LADIES'
&
NIGHT"

col

call

BRIAN SCOT!

Toltdo Ohio *36I4 382 1876

RUSH DELTS RUSH DELTS RUSH DELTS

m
Sunday Jan. 13 2:00 PM
Main Auditorium £1.00W/I.D.

1532 South Byrnt Pood.

Lowest Total price in Ohio!

it takes is a little Confidence

"THE STING"

'A Place
To Move Together

4%

Jan 9 12

522 E. Wooster

- -

Lake Erie Sports

SENIORS!
DON'T BE LEFT OUT OF THE
I980KEY!
THERE ARE A LIMITED NUMBER OF
YEARBOOK PORTRAIT APPOINTMENTS
AVAILABLE SO CALL THE KEY AT
372-0086 TODAY! RE-TAKES AND
FIRST SITTINGS WILL BE SCHEDULED
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elsewhere,
Soviet troops move to*,
southern Afghanistan
The defense minister of the
new Moscow-backed Afghan
government, Mohammed Rafeh,
declared Wednesday in an interview with the Soviet news agency Tass that the Afghan armed
forces "unanimously back the
new leadership."
In this capital city, the visible
Soviet presence had shrunk to
almost nothing yesterday. Street
attacks on Russian soldiers apparently spurred commanders
to withdraw as many troops as
possible form the city.
Diplomatic sources estimate
that as many as 100,000 Russian
troops are in Afghanistan.
AT U.N. headquarters in New
York, meanwhile, diplomats appeared to be moving toward an
emergency General Assembly
session on the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan.
A Soviet veto Monday killed a
Security Council resolution calling for a Soviet pullout, but the
Philippines asked Wednesday
for an Assembly meeting on the
subject. Council members met
behind closed doors to discuss
whether to transfer the question
to the Assembly.

KABUL, Afghanistan (APISoviet transports are airlifting
Red Army reinforcements to the
southern Afghan province of
Kandahar, hopping over rebelthreatened highway passes of
the Hindu Rush mountains,
sources reported from Kandahar city yesterday.
In a separate report, Afghan
rebel informants quoted by a
Pakistani newspaper said the
newly arrived Soviet forces
were moving southward from
Kandahar, an ancient walled
capital of Afghanistan, to take
control of strategic positions between the city and the Pakistani
border, 80 miles away.
The anti-communist rebels
claimed the Soviets were pouring fresh troops into Kandahar,
300 miles southwest of here,
because most Afghan government soldiers in the southern
province had defected to the insurgents.
BUT THIS could not be
verified, and U.S. government
analysts say the rebel reports of
Afghan army defections appear
to be exaggerated.

AP photo
A large division of Russian troops gather at the southern edge ol
Kabul airport. Afghanistan.

Tha U.S. government estimates that there are between 50,000
and 85,000 Russian troops in Afghanistan.

Brezhnev says troops will remain in Afghanistan
WASHINGTON (AP)--Soviet
President Leonid I. Brezhnev told
President Carter that Russian
troops will not be withdrawn from
Afghanistan until they "have completed their work," a senior White
House official said Wednesday.
The official, asking not to be
identified, said the Soviet leader's
response came when Carter comlained over the "hotline" to
Moscow about the Soviet military
movement into Afghanistan.
He said the conversation took
place on Dec. 29, two days after a

Soviet-backed coup took place in
Afghanistan.
"YOU CAN characterize that
statement by Brezhnev as "the
Soviets will withdraw the troops
when they have completed thenwork, " the official said.
"It was far from a satisfactory
response. There was no specified
period of time," the official said.
According to the most recent
U.S. Government estimate, there
are between 50,000 and 85,000
troops in Afghanistan.
THE WHITE HOUSE official

also indicated that brief consideration had been given to using
military force to respond to the
massive Soviet military intervention.
But the official left the impression that such a response was not
given extensive review.
The source disclosed the contents
of the Soviet message to the president after Carter held the first of a
series of meetings with officials of
previous administrtions and others
in an effort to seek expanded support for his response to the Soviet
military action.

"FIND IT AT FINDERS"

Best

Selection
&

Lowest
1432 E. Wooster
across from Harshman

Prices
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NS N. Main St.
Downtown

COLUMBIA-

"BUY IT ONCE, ENJOY IT A LIFETIME"
"RECORDED MUSIC IS YOUR BEST
ENTERTAINMENT VALUE"
($13.98 list)

Double Record Set only...

8.98

PC? 36183 ' The Wall," a two record set.
is an eiating and stunning fully realized
package limited only by Ihe imagination
Since their last album. Pink Floyd has skill
fully constructed this album ol extraordinary
lyrics and music.

THESE ($8.98 list) LP's
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5.98

NIGHT WTHf W/rs
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No Surprix I CrHQuitai I Ivnk About n
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advertised price on any new release in
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Best Selection In Town at the Lowest Prices Around!
OPEN 7 DAYS
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MonSat 9AM-10PM
Sundays 11 A.M. - 6 P.M,
•■

'Find it at Finders'
your record
specialists

campaigning for re-election
beyond the White House gates
while American hostages are being
held in Iran. But the crises in Iran
and Afghanistan are becoming
campaign issues among other candidates.
The series of briefings planned
by Carter, especially those involving Democrats, could take on
political significance.

One of the steps Carter has taken
in retaliationfor the Soviet action in
Afghanistan is to order a partial
embargo of grain sales to the
Soviets and campaign opponents
have been critical of that action.
But the president reportedly has invited a group of fanners, who could
be directly hurt by the embargo, to
a briefing Friday.

Saudis execute religious zealots
RIYADH, Saudi Arabia (AP)Saudi executioners Wednesday
heheaded 63 of the religious zealots
who seized the Grand Mosque in
Mecca, Islam's holiest shrine, last
November, the official Saudi news
agency said.
The executions were decreed by
King Khaled after the country's
religious leaders issued an edict
specifying the crime of attacking
the mosque was punishable by
death in accordance with the
Koran, the Moslem holy book.
Beheading is the traditional
method of execution in Saudi
Arabia, and is usually carried out
in public.
THE

BEHEADING of the

mosque attackers was carried out
in eight cities in the vast desert
kingdom in an apparent move to
show that the authorities were In
full control of the situation.
Those
executed included
Juseiman Bin Seif, the military
commander of the fanatic Mahdist
group which atttacked the mosque.
He was a member of the dissident
southern Saudi tribe of Al Otaiba.
The announcement said 41 of
those executed were Saudi citizens.
The others were 10 Egyptians, six
South Yemenis, three Kuwaitis and
one each from North Yemen,
Sudan and Iraq.
EARLIER THE Saudi government said foreigners in the group

had acted out of religious conviction and that no foreign powers
were involved in the mosque affair.
The group's overall leader,
Mohammed Bin Abdullah Al
Qahtani, self-styled messiali of the
shiite branch of Islam, was killed
during the two-week siege of the
Grand Mosque by Saudi troops,
after its seizure by the religious
zealots.
The attack on the mosque occurred in the early hours of last
Nov. 20 as the Moslem world was
celebrating the advent of the 14th
century of the Islamic lunar
calendar. The Grand Mosque is
inside a 38-acre compound housing
the Kabaa, which Moslems believe
was built by the prophet Abraham.

classified
LOST & FOUND
PLEASE!! I LOST my ktlly
qreen down jacket with a yellow
lapel in Sam B's Mon. night
(7th). If you have any idea where
it is, please call Carol 3S2-48S7. It
was my only winter coat- I'm
(reeling!!
,
RIDES
Ride needed to Akron StowHudson area or Exit 12 anytime
Friday. Call Karen 352 4124

SENIORS) THIS IS YOUR LAST
CHANCE TO HAVE YOUR
YEARBOOK
PORTRAIT
TAKEN. LIMITED NUMBER
OF
APPOINTMENTS
AVAILABLE. CALL THE KEY
OFFICE AT 372 0014 BEFORE
JANUARY 22 TO RESERVE
YOUR APPOINTMENT TIME.

FC 36050 Aerovnilh ll back and back with
•i vengeance The power and precision ol
NIGHT IN IHE RUTS make it their best
■ilbum ever

GUARANTEED

THE PRESIDENT has avoided

PERSONALS

PLUS MANY MORE!
FC 36121 The long routed album from
Neil Diamond features new original songs as
well as interpretations of great pop classics

During the meeting, the first of at
least four such sessions. Carter
won what one White House official
said was "bipartisan support for
both a firm response to the Soviet
invasion in the short term and support for the long-term steps that
may be necessary to protect our interests in that part of the world."

Brothers ol Alpha Sigma Phi Get
psyched (or great times this
Winter Quarter Your number I
in our hearts. Love, Your Lil'
Sisses
Thursday Special. Soup or chili ft
garlic bread 99 cents. Served all
day, 11:30 a.m. 100 a.m. Eat in
only. Sub Me Quick, 143 E.
Wooster. We have cold beer for
carry out
Ladies, come ioln the lun with
the ZTA sisters at their rush par
ties: Jan.
House Jan
Union. Jan.
House For
Deb 2 1113.

10, 6:30, 46 Haven
14, 8:00. State Rm..
16, 1:00, 46 Haven
rides and info call

HAIRCUTS ONLY $4 00!!!
KAY ANN BEAUTY SHOP
124 W Wooster St
ORGANIZATIONS! If you would
like to have your group picture
ncluded in the ifto KEY, call the
KEY office af HI 001* by
January 14.

SAE RUSH: Thurs. Jan. 10. All
interested gentlemen invited.
CLOGS' CLOGS! CLOGS!
Handcrafted in my Vermont
Workshop. $20 $26. FREE
catalog Danform Clogs. Box 216
Winooski, Vt. 0S4O4.
Vatans .announces their January
storewide clearance sale. Shop
now and save!!
Locker Room Sporting Goods
marked down all Items. Clearing
for new inventory. Take advan
tage and saveH
Congratulations Diane ft Jeff on
getting lavaliered. I wish you two
the best of luck. Mary,
Zetas, Welcome back ft
get
psyched for Winter Rush!! Zeta
Ipve, ???

WANTED
F
rmte. for Spr
Qtr. Apt.
located at Second ft High St Call
352 2845.
Need one M. rmte. 332 N Main.
Call Jim_352:l_78a
1 F. grad student needs off
campus housing. If you can help
please call Tammy 352 1676.
Rmte. wanted. Call after 6 pm,
3527345.
2 M. rmtes to sub Is. Desperate.
Very close to campus. Cheap
rant. 354 1297.
F grad. rmte. wanted to take.
Own room in spacious, furn. apt.
$117 50 Univ. Village. Call Karan
354 1822.
*•

COLLEGE GRADUATE FOR
MANAGEMENT TRAINEE
POSITIONS.
Excellent starting salary for
Scientists. Engineers, Pilot
Navigators ft Support Officers,
$22,000 within 4 years. Free
medical ft dental care with 30
days paid vacation each year, if
you are between the age of 20 34
ft t\avt received or expect to
receive your college degree, call
(419) 474 9238 collect between the
hours of 8 4 ft see if you can
qualify as an Air Force Officer
Applications art now being ac
cepted
Need pt time day positions filled
for the following: dishwashers,

1 F. rmte needed Jan. Close to
campus. For more info. Call
352 7252.

waiters or waitresses ft or cooks
Apply in person Mon Fri. Corner
Kitchen 183 S Mam.

What's your racquet? Sign up for
the Rec Center's Student Rac
quetball. Handball & Squash
Tournaments until Jan. 16th.
Play begins Jan 21.

F rmte. needed. Wtr. & Spr. Qtrs.
$95 mo & util 352 8952

FOR SALE

R U A s.A C? if U R, U R aStu
dent Against Cancer,

HELP WANTED

To Lll Nancy R. ft Lil M.G.
Welcome to the family Sorry
we're a little late, but we still
Love Ya! Your Alpha Gam
Family Strohm, Siebs. Woffle.
Leznets & Amos.
SAC. is new, we need YOU!!!
WORK in radio! LISTEN to the
radio! WIN from radio! WFAL is
here for you. 610 AM.
First meeting (SAC): Wed,
Jan. 16. 7:00. Capital Room
Union.
XI Pledges Welcome to Winter
Quarter! Get psyched for many

excellent times. We've only got a
couple weeks till
what (hopefully!)
Quill

you know
Xi Smiles,

YOU SAY YOU listen to the
Radio??? WFAL is your campus
station 6*0 AM

1974 Mallbu Classic. Excellent
condition. 3529307, make an of
fer.
$$$THE
KEY
NEEDS
SALESPEOPLE$$$ If you want
toearn money in your spare time
ft Ilka selling. THE KEY Is now
offering students the opportunity
to earn $1.00 for each yearbook
sold. For further details & an ap
plication, contact Joyce Null,
The KEY office. 2 0086 or
352 3809
Pt. time ballet ft tap teacher
Call Vivienne's Dance Studio.
669 9421
All interested students
High
paying part time jobs on cam
pus..you set the hours. Write.
Collegiate Press Box 556,
Belleville. Mich 48111 Now No
obligation
Babysitter. Mon., Tues. Thurs
afternoon Own car. Call 352 3835
aft or eve
Oornlno's Piiia Drivers ft inside
help needed. 352 I53v after 4 pm

Dorm size refrig. $60 or best of
fer Call Jan 352 4491.
Customized T Shirts, Jerseys ft
Sportswear Group rates for date
party or parties, hall party,
fraternity ft sorority Low cost
Call Tim at 352 5478.
Hockey tickets BGSU 2 or 4
center ice reserved season
tickets. All remaining games
Call 174 7626.
FOR RENT
Thurstm Apts Air conditioned
fully carpeted, cablevision rffi
ciencv. laundry tacil Now
ing tor summor ft i(iii
451
Thurstm Avc 253 SJ3V
831 7th St I bdrm turn A I ut
pd. except rlt'C John N«*wiovt>
Real Estate J52 655J
House .ivail 840 4lh St Close to
campus Stove ft refrio John

Ncwlovr Real Blty* IS? 655 J o»
35? ?«:
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State construction bill shelved
COLUMBUS (AP)-Unable to
agree on an overall compromise, a joint conference
committee put Gov. James A.
Rhodes' two-year capital improvements bill on a back
burner yesterday.
Chairman Myrl H. Shoemaker
(D-Bourneville) said the sixmember panel would not meet
again until Jan. 22, and that he
hopes a compromise can be
reached at that time.
House conferees, at a
parlimentary advantage over
their Senate counterparts,

continued yesterday to restore
millions of dollars the Senate cut
from the bill.
However, they did so over
objections of senators whose
support will be needed for final
approval.
SHOEMAKER AND the other
two House conferees had the
edge because they could defeat
the Senate changes, when offered as amendments to the
House bill, on tie roll calls of 3-3.
Conferees are using the House
version of the bill because it
originated in that chamber.

Senate Finance Chairman
Harry Meshel (D-Youngstown)
reiterated that the Senate
Democratic leadership will not
support the bill if the conference
committee restores it to the
House version.
The Senate cut $191 million
overall from the $775 million
document approved by the
House, with most of the affected
projects in the area of higher
education.
By yesterday, about $167
million of those had been
returned.

No one buying grain as prices drop
CHICAGO (AP)—Frantic grain
dealers shouted sell orders at
Midwest commodities exchanges
yesterday when the government
lifted a two-day trading freeze, but
no one was buying and prices
plunged.
"I've never seen anything like it
before," said one trader for a large
firm.

Brokers had expected prices to
fall due to President Carter's
embargo on the sale of 17 million
metric tons of grain and soybeans
to Russia in retaliation for Soviet
military
intervention
in
Afghanistan, but not as sharply as
they did at exchanges in Chicago,
Minneapolis and Kansas City, Mo.
Less than half a minute into the

trading session, prices for wheat,
com and soybeans dropped by the
daily limit the exchanges permit
before halting trading in those
commodities.
Reaching the limit effectively
ended the day's action, although
the price of soybeans later rose
fractionally on the Chicago Board
of Trade.

'The Age of Modesty'
Residents of cities face tough times
CINCINNATI (AP)- Many American cities are
entering "the Age of Modesty" in which local citizens
will have to leam to make do with less, according to a
panel of urban experts.
George Schrader, city manager of Dallas, noted a
scarcity of cheap energy will aggravate inflation and
that local governments would have to get by more
modestly.
He also predicted that massive growth in the public
sector will end.
"The rest of the century promises to be an extraordinary venture to live out and one to contend
with," Schrader said.
NOT ALL the prospects are bleak however, according to the panelists.
"The next 20 years are going to be an opportunity,"
said former Cincinnati City Manager William
Donaldson. "The pie of material things will get
smaller, but the pie of spiritual things will get bigger.
"Our city, through its neighborhoods and the different racial and ethnic groups living together pretty
evilly, will capitalize on that."
Donaldson was one of several panelists who participated in a day-long symposium on "The city in the
1980's."

THE PANEL included Donaldson, now head of the
Philadelphia Zoo; Schrader and Robert Kipp, city
managers of Dallas and Kansas City; James Kundy,
former city manager of Dayton and Archibald Rogers,
an architect and novelist from Baltimore.
Kundy noted that increasingly, America is moving
from an economy based on manufacturing to one
based on providing services.
There also is an increasing distrust of bigness in
government, business and institutions, Kundy said.
The management of public resources and placement
of public investment has "an enormous effect on how
the economy grows." Kundy said.
KIPP NOTED that the public is disenchanted
with'big government," and that local elective office is
now the most important office in government.
He said these officials need to be good, tough
communicators and that they should not use local
office as a stepping stone to higher aspirations
elsewhere.
Rogers noted that people may one day work,
recreate and shop where they live.

NEXT WEEK HE
PUTS THE COAT
ON THREE TIMES
AT HOME!

THE FIRST
GREAT AUDIO SALE
OF THIS DECADE!
Save lotsa cash on the lowest prices of the 1980s!
You get more for your dollar at SoundI Associates.

Hurry In, Sale Ends Saturday, January
my 19th

among

aasjmi

£
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Jan. 16
C. MICHIGAN
7:30 P.M.

Jan. 14
GEORGE MASON
7:30 P.M.

J>

TICKETS NOW ON
SALE AT THE
MEMORIAL HALL
TICKET OFFICE

Ull^UU:ll£

(OPEN WEEKDAYS 9-5)
Bench Reserved....$4.00
Adult Gen.
Admission. ...S2.00
Student Gen.
Admission....$1.50
[Advance Sale Only]
Jan. 19
TOLEDO
1:30 P.M.

BETHERE!
ABORTION

THURSIMY NICHI
StllDINI NICHI'
Ml SI I I >F MS ||MJ

HI

mi us

ivi

TOLL FREE

Hi

9 o.m. • 10 p.m.

1 -800-438-8039

Cinema 1*2
WILD
ANO
CRAZY
MOVIE'

He -ii i pooi black
ihifecoppet'i uwwho
M«ei dreamed he
wai adopted

Take
. stock
in^merica.
Cinema 1*2

TH€JER*

FRIDAY-SATURDAY
MIDNIGHT MOVIE!
SIEVE MARTIN

ThejEKK

»OXOf FrCE OPENS II 45 P M
SHOWTIME 12 00 MIDNIGHT
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*oft al the core
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JOURNEY
TO THE
UNKNOWN'
TM«
■ LAC*
MOl€

GUARANTEED PRICE
POLICY
If you purchos* o component
from Sound AttociotM ond find
thot iamt component itlling
for l«si from on outhorned full

CLA«ZEL

service dealer in Ohio we'l
glodry refund you the difference

COMPLETE SERVICE
DEPARTMENT

iw iratwi'
AND JUSTICE
FOR ALL

We ore fully authorised to »er
vice every tingle line we tell
Our investment in nSouiandt of

-ANO
JUStlCt
*OB
All

dotlort of the most recent and
sophisticated test gear, olong
with our qualified technicians
assures you of the finest service
this area has to offer both in
ond out of warranty
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sports
Miami jinx continues, tip BG in overtime
by Dan Firestone
sports editor

OXFORD, Ohio-The jinx lives
on.
Bowling Green and Miami went
into overtime last night before 2,330
at Millett Hall before the Falcons
dropped a 62-61 decision for their
10th straight loss to the Redskins,
and the third in a row by one point.
Senior Rosie Barnes took an inbounds pass with four seconds left
then drove the lane, fired a shot and
mised at the final buzzer in overtime as the Falcons dropped to 7-3,
2-1 in the Mid-American Con-

ference.
Barnes was also called for charging as time expired.
The Falcons had rallied from a
30-19 deficit at half to put the game
into overtime when Miami's Jeff
Lisath missed a shot from the top of
the key at the end of regulation
time.
Bowling Green shot just 27.6 percent in the first half, hitting 8 of 29
from the field. The Falcons shot
41.4 percent for the game; the Redskins 43.4 percent from the field.
BG outscored theRedskins 194 to
start the second half and tied the
game with 12:15 left on a John

§

Miller layup. Miller led the Falcons
with 16 points along with junior Joe
Faine.
Marcus Newbern hit a jumper
with 9:51 to give BG its biggest
lead, 45-40. The Falcons held the
lead until 1:51 when Lisath hit a
short jumper to make it 55-55.
Mike Miday lost the ball out of
bounds with 1:08 left and was called
for charging.
Miami ran the clock down to :22
and took timeout. The Redskins
took another timeout at: 12.
Miami's Rich Goins, who led his
team with 18 points, inbounded to
Jeff Niekamp who tossed the ball to

Lisath. The sophomore guard then
forced a shot over Faine from the
top of the key.
"We were going to run a double
pick for Goins," Miami coach Darrell Hedric said. "He was going to
try to get it inside and take the
shot. We just had some confusion."
Miami's Niekamp scored first in
overtime at 3:45. Newbern scored
on an offensive rebound to tie it at
3:20.
Niekamp made a three-point play
after being fouled by Miday, who
went to the bench with five personal fouls.
Faine hit a spinning layup with

1:02 left and BG called tune out.
Miami, now 4-9, 2-1 in the MAC,
broke BG's full-court press for an
easy slam dunk by Tony Lehman,
but Faine retaliated with a jumper
at: 24 to pull within one. Faine tied
up Lisath for a jump ball at :19.
Newbern and Lehman both controlled the tip for another jump ball
at :17.
BG controlled the tap. Bames
took a 25-foot shot that missed,
Faine rebounded and had the shot
blocked out of bounds with :04.
"We designated a play with three
or four options," Falcon coach
John Weinert said. "That wasn't

really our option (Barnes' shot),
but I still like the odds of winning
with a five-foot shot. It just
wouldn't go in.
"Our first option was to go back
to Faine in the comer."
"Nobody's more proud of this
team than I am. That first half
when we shot 27 percent just killed
us. If we were taking bad shots I
could envision 27 percent, but we
weren't. I thought we came back
well. I'm proud of them.
"We thought we could make up 11
points at half and we did. If I had to
do it over again, I'd play it the
same way."

Miami rips
wrestlers
by Rob Boukissen
staff reporter

The Bowling Green wrestling
team got some courageous performances from several team
members last night in Anderson
Arena, but it was not enough as the
Miami Redskins dominated the
Falcons, 29-10.
An indication of how things
would go for the Falcons in their
Mid-American Conference dual
meet opener occurred in the very
first match of the night.
Freshman 118-pounder Nick
Picciuto, nursing a bad knee and
an even worse shoulder, fell behind
Miami's John Ulrich, 5-1, in the
second period.
However, a quick reversal and
near pin put the scrappy Falcon
grappler up by one.He made it 7-5
with an escape early in the third
period.
Then, within 30 seconds, Ulrich
took control with a takedown and a
near pin. He never trailed after
that, defeating Picciuto, 12-8.
IN THE 126-pound match, freshman Troy Pentecost put in a strong
performance, after recently
moving up a weight class, when he
defeated the Redskins' Ray
Jenkins, 7-4.
The next two matches almost
exactly duplicated the first two as

With the referee checking for the shoulder blade to touch the mat, BG
captain Qreg Westhoven tacks up the points with this near fall against
Miami's Jeff Qaier In the 142-pound match last night In Anderson Arena.

freshman Bob Colatruglio came on
strong at the end but fell short, 10-7,
in his 134-pound match with Scott
Pagenstecher,
and
Greg
Westhoven continued his strong
wrestling despite an injured hand,
a cut above his eye and a sprained
ankle by defeating his 142-pound
counterpart Jeff Gaier, 11-5.
With the team score tied at six,
the Falcons ran into what BG

coach Pete Riesen called the
"strength" of Miami's team, its
150,158, and 167 pounders.
These three Redskin grapplers
proved Riesen's fears to be wellbased as Jim Althans defeated
BG's Scott McGill, 17-11, Jim Tebbe
edged sophomore Milo Sanda, 3-2,
and Pete Werling was soundly
defeated by last year's MAC
champ Russ Pickering, 23-11.

Rally falls short

WSU sends cagers to sixth loss
DAYTON, Ohio- Amy Kruer
scored 30 points to lead Wright
State to a 8443 home win over
Bowling
Green's
women's
basketball team last night.
The Raiders opened up a 44-31
halftime lead and increased the
margin to 71-54 with 10 minutes left
in the game. The Falcons cut the
deficit to 83-76 with 1:04 remaining.
BG's Sue Cowman connected on
a three-point play with 12 seconds
left to further reduce the Raider
lead to 86-83. But the Falcons could
get no closer as the Raiders controlled the ball for the remainder of
the game.

BG coach Kathy Bole said a lack
of execution by the Falcons was the
difference in the game.
"WRIGHT STATE executed a lot
better than we did," Bole said. "It
wasn't one thing that killed us, it
was lots of little things. Wright
State was a better team than we
anticipated, but we beat ourselves."
Fouls hurt the Falcon cagers as
the Raiders connected on 28 of 39
free throw opportunities. BG was 13
of 25 from the free throw line. The
Falcons shot 54 percent from the
field while Wright State was 52
percent from the floor.

Melissa Chase led the Falcons
with 23 points on a 10 of 14 shooting
performance from the floor.
Cowman had 14 points and 10
rebounds while Chris Tuttle was
also in double figures with 11 points.

staff photo by Tim Westhoven
Westhoven won his match, 11-5, but the Falcons were defeated by the
Redskins 29-10 in the Mid-American match.

HOWEVER, both McGill and
Werling did not go down without a
fight as they each had their opponents down in near pin position
before going down to defeat. And
Sanda's match was close all the

played, too."
In addition to Mays, the other
Hall of Famers elected in their first
year of eligibility were Ted
Williams, Stan Musial, Bob Feller,
Jackie Robinson, Sandy Koufax,
Ernie Banks, Warren Spahn and
Mickey Mantle.
"I THOUGHT of guys who didn't
make it on the first ballot," Kaline
continued. "The last three days, I
was really nervous." Snider smiled.
" Al said three days...but it's been
11 years for me," he said. "On the
West Coast, there was a horse named On Trust. Somehow he always
found a way to finish second and I
was beginning to wonder if I was
another On Trust. If I didn't make
it this year, I was wondering if I
ever would."

New Challenge Court rules
have been established by the
Student Recreation Center for
Winter Quarter Challenge Court
Basketball.
According to Kathy Rittler,
assistant director, the Center anticipates the procedures will
make Challenge Court Basketball an easier and more organized program.

Entry forms for basketball
and hockey are now available
from fraternity and residence
hall athletic chairmen and at the
IM office. Entry forms are due

i

Redskins.
"Going in I didn't know what we
were going to do," Riesen said.
"I'm disappointed, but one thing
that pleases me is the fact that
nobody on our team ever gives up."

members.
3. If there are two teams
already on the waiting list, those
additional challenging teams
must indentify all five team
members. Otherwise, one team
member can register with the
supervisor to challenge.
4. The first team to reach 15
points challenges the next team
inline.

FM
CAMPUS
MANOR S&
APARTMENTS
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OPENINGS FOR (-4 STUDENTS
To Fill 4-People Apts. (Fall School Year)
Special Summer Rates 12) BEDROOM (1-4) Students Summer Quarter
13 GOOD REASONS FOR LIVING AT CAMPUS MANOR
•New Modem Furnished Cable T.V.
•2 min. Walk to Campus
•5 min. Walk to Downtown
•25 basiness establishment! at your front deer
•Entrance doors secured at ill times
•Large f reeior for additional food Mvingt
•Intercom Between apartments I entrance
•Free parking at your front door
•Gas aaraaaao frill for tho govrmet cook
•No ear reaaired, sava aa fas, part ma i epenrriag
•No loaf walks an those xare winter days la mad t
• Well righted stroots between apts., corneas as
•Friaadly Helpfe! Landlords

Both men have impressive Hall
of Fame credentials.
Signed off the sandlots of
Baltimore by the Detroit Tigers in
1953, Kaline never spent a single
day in the minor leagues. He
played 22 seasons, compiling a
career batting average of .297 with
399 home runs. He had 3,007 hits
and when, in 1955 at the age of 21,
he lead the league with a .340
average, he became the youngest
batting champion in American
League history.

im notes,

A clipboard, with sign-up
sheets will be posted at each
challenge court, where teams
must check-in with the employee
supervising the Sports Center.
The following are the new
Challenge Court Rules:
1. Teams wishing to challenge
must register with the supervisor on duty.
2. Teams must consist of five

4$fe

Diane Kobinson added nine
points and was the top rebounder
for BG with 12, coming off the
bench. Jackie Swenson scored 16
points for the Raiders.
BG drops to 2-6 on the season
while the Raiders are 8-1. The
Falcons host the University of
Dayton at 7 p.m. in Anderson
Arena Friday.

Snider batted .295 in 18 seasons,
most of them with the Dodgers in
Brooklyn and Los Angeles. He
slugged 407 home runs, stringing
five straight seasons from 1952-57
in which he hit 40or more.

Two Redskin pins over 177-pound
Bill Stein and heavyweight Brad
Rossi sandwiched a Kris Burkett
10-2 decision over MU's Mark
Jackson to close it out for the

sports briefs.

Kaline selected to Hall of Fame
NEW YORK (AP)-Al Kaline and
Duke Snider, two consummate outfielders who were as accomplished
in the field as they were at bat,
were voted into the Hall of Fame by
the Baseball Writers Association of
America yesterday.
Kaline, who was named on 340 of
the 385 ballots cast, became the
10th player in history selected for
the Cooperatewn, N.Y. shrine in his
first year of eligibility. Snider, who
missed by 16 votes last year when
Willie Mays was the only player
elected, received 333 votes. Candidates needed 75 percent or 289 of
the 385 for election.
"I was very, very shocked,"
Kaline said.
"I thought my
chances were fairly good but I tried
to stay low key about it, not too high
and not too low. That was the way I

way.

Lie down
and
be counted.

330.00 per perion per quarter
FOR THE CREAM OF THE CROP
GO CAMPUS MANOR
BEHIND UNO'S PIZZA PUB
NEXT TO STERLING MILK J DORSET DRUG
NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER 4 FALL SCHOOL YEAR
OF I960
MODEL OPEN nil« 30 P.M WEEKDAYS,

At
dWftfee.

Tues., Jan. 15. Play begins Jan.
21.
Students interested in of-

ficiating IM basketball for pay
should contact the IM office, 201
Memorial Hall. A special rules
clinic will be held at 4 p.m. Wed.,
Jan. 16 in 202 Memorial Hall.
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ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED EXCEPT
ELECTRIC (HEAT.AC.HOT WATERBYOAS)

352-9302
EVENINCS AND WEEKENDS

352-7365

